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Chapterr 7 

Openn String Instantons 

Muchh as chapters 1 and 2 laid the foundations for closed string instantons, this 
chapterr counts instantons for open strings. The starting point is the super-
potentiall  (7.1.1), with n2 in the denominator, which should be compared to 
itss closed-string counterpart (2.3.4), the prepotential F0 = J2d>ond ^h(Qd) = 
Snn d>o ~h nS <?dn w* t n n 3 m t n e denominator. We admit this result, the only 
onee needed for our treatment, and it will spare us a cumbersome equivalent to 
thee closed-string derivations of chapter 2. 

Thee techniques used here have nothing in common with their closed-strings 
counterparts.. They are more physical in substance, especially as they involve 
thee intuition from the duality between the B-model of topological strings and 
Chern-Simonss theory. In particular, instead of the closed-string notation nr

d 

forr the BPS-invariants, we denote the open-string invariants here by the more 
customaryy dk,m. This chapter draws on [AV-00] and on [G2-03], can be read 
independentlyy and will not be used in the sequel. 

7.11 Background 

Openn string instantons are holomorphic maps from Riemann surfaces with bound-
ariesaries to the CY threefold target space. It is understood that the boundaries 
off  the instanton end on special Lagrangian1 submanifolds of the threefold. In 

l Lett us recall the lengthy definitions impelled by special Lagrangian submanifolds (see [J-
00]]  for instance): A closed fc-form f on an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold M is a 
calibrationcalibration iff for every (oriented) fc-plane V (subspace of TXM) we have <p\v ^ voly (volume 
formm on V) . Then, an oriented submanifold TV C M is a calibrated iff f\rxN = volj^jv for all 
xx 6 N. 
Inn C 1 with complex coordinates (zi,...,zm) define the real 2-form u :=  ^{dz\ A dl\ + 

 -f dzm A dzm) and the complex m-form fi := dz\ A  A dzm with Ref2 and ImS7 real 
m-forms.. A real m-dimensional submanifold L of C™ is Lagrangian iff U>\L = 0, and it is 
specialspecial Lagrangian if it also satisfies Imfi|L = 0. An alternative definition is: L is special 
LagrangianLagrangian iff it is calibrated w.r.t. Refi. 
Similarly,, for a CY m-fold M with Kahler form ui and holomorphic (m, 0)-form f2, a real 
m-dimensionall  submanifold N C M is called special Lagrangian iff O |̂A/ = Imf2|jv = 0 (that 
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124 4 CHAPTERCHAPTER 7. OPEN STRING 1NSTANTONS 

otherr words, we are interested in the problem of counting holomorphic disks 
withh boundary on a Lagrangian submanifold. 

Inn [AV-00], Aganagic and Vafa used Mirror Symmetry to determine these 
openn string instant ons: the B-model superpotential can be computed exactly 
andd mapped to the A-model superpotential in the large volume limi t of the 
CYY threefold. The latter cannot be computed exactly, but contains instanton 
corrections,, i.e. holomorphic disks ending on "A-model branes" (also called A-
branes);; comparison with the B-model superpotential allows us to determine 
thee contribution of these instantons and their degeneracy. 

Thee disk amplitude in the large volume limit (i.e. ev —> 0), which in the 
typee II context has the interpretation of superpotential corrections to 4d N=l 
susyy (see next section), is expected to be of the form [OV-99] (A-model super-
potential): : 

"*^^  = E%W m , (7.1.1) 
k,m k,m 

wheree q = e~t and y = ev are the (exponentiated) closed and open string com-
plexifiedd Kahler classes, measuring respectively the volume of compact curves 
andd holomorphic disks embedded in the threefold. The coefficients dk,m are the 
numberss of primitive holomorphic disks labelled by the classes k and m - two 
vectorss in the homologies H2 of the threefold and Hi of the brane respectively. 

Thee tables given by [AV-00] exhibit the integrality of the coefficients djt.m 
forr their two examples of threefolds: the resolved conifold and the degenerate 
P11 x P1. These one-modulus cases are particularly simple due to the simple 
naturee of the mirror map: for P1 (both examples), the relation between t and 
tt is rational: q = q/(l + q)'2. Such a closed form is not the rule, and all our 
otherr examples will exhibit the mirror map as a power series solution to the 
Picard-Fuchss differential equation. 

Thee next four sections are a reminder of the method used by [AV-00]; it 
restss on the equivalence of the A- and B-model under mirror symmetry. On 
onee hand, the A-model string amplitude is re-interpreted in topological string 
theoryy as counting holomorphic maps from Riemann surfaces (with boundary) 
too the target space; on the other hand, the B-model amplitude is obtained via 
Chern-Simonss reduction to the world-volume of the B-brane. 

Thee two last sections are orginal work; we prove the integrality of the open 
stringg instanton numbers for two examples from [AV-00]: the resolved conifold 
andd the degenerate local P1 x P1. 

is,, iff it is calibrated w.r.t. Refi|/v)-
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7.22 The A-model 
Forr the A-model, we consider a U(l) linear sigma model, i.e. a complex Kahler 
manifoldd Y obtained by quotienting the hypersurface 

L y :={J>|<I>ff  = r2}  (7.2.1) 
i= i i 

off  C" by a f/(l ) subgroup of the isometry group of C1. The charges Qi are 
integers,, and if they sum up to 0, Y is a complex (n— 1) dimensional CY manifold 
(non-compact,, as the directions with negative charge are non-compact). 

Moree generally, we view C1 as a torus fi brat ion Tn —> L, where the base 
iss just En parametrised by the |$*|. We can also consider a real fc-dimensional 
subsett Ly of L given by (n - k) equations (7.2.1) for (n - k) sets of charges Q", 
andd then divide the fibration by U{l)n~k to obtain a fibration Y = (Tk —> Ly) 
whichh is a complex fc-dimensional non-compact CY manifold. 

Notee that the base Ly is a Lagrangian submanifold of Y: since L is given by 
fixingfixing values of the arguments 9l of the complex variables $*, the Kahler form 
a?? = ]T)"=i d|<&*|2 A d0% vanishes on it. The base Ly is our first example of a 
Dfc-brane. . 

Otherr examples of DA;-branes are obtained by considering rational linear 
subspacess of Ly, i.e. submanifolds Dr C Ly of real dimension r  ̂ k, given by 
(k(k — r) constraints 

n n 

5>n*T**  = c*  (7-2-2) 
withh integers qf, a = 1 , . . ., A: — r. Since the slope of Dr is rational, the (k — r)~ 
dimensionall  subspace of the fibre Tk above any point of Dr and orthogonal -
w.r.t.w.r.t. CJ - to TpD

r is itself a torus Tk~T'. That is, we have a new Dfc-brane given 
byy the fibration Tk~r —> Dr. As a submanifold of Y, it is special Lagrangian iff 
J2J2 Q? — 0- All these special Lagrangian submanifolds of Y are called A-branes. 

I tt is known [KKLM-99 ] that type IIA string theory on a CY threefold Y, 
withh 6~branes fillin g space-time and wrapping special Lagrangian cycles of Y 
leadss to a 4d N=l susy with a superpotential entirely generated by open-string 
worldsheett instantons. For the D-brane RR charges to satisfy Gauss' law, we 
needd the Y to be non-compact so as to offer directions for the D-brane flux to 
escape.. This configuration corresponds to our A-model, so that the above disk 
amplitudee (7.1.1) computes corrections to the Ad N=l superpotential. 

7.33 The B-model 

Thee mirror equation to (7.2.1) is written in terms of n dual twisted chiral fields 
Yi,Yi, related to the original fields by the mirror map Re(Yi) = — |$ j |2, as in [HV-
00]: : 

nn n 

Y,Y, QiYi = -t or II»?"' = e~l w i t h y i : = eYi f7-3-1) 
t= ii  J=I 
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wheree t :=  r + id is the complexified Kahler parameter, i.e. the Fayet-Iliopoulos 
termm r of (7.2.1) combined with the £7(1) 9 angle. The */, are homogeneous 
coordinatess for Pn _ 1. When Ly is given by a set of (n - k) equations, (7.3.1) 
alsoo consists of (n — k) equations for different Kahler parameters ta. 

Notee that (7.3.1) is not yet the equation of the mirror CY space. The B-
modell  is a Landau-Ginsburg theory with superpotential 

n n 

1=1 1 

inn which (n — k) of the complex variables y, can be substituted by (7.3.1), leaving 
justt k of them. The mirror CY space is compact or not according to whether 
wee add or not a gauge-invariant superpotential term PG(<f>i)  to the original 
theory.. In the first case, the CY is given by an orbifold of the hypersurface 
{\V(yi){\V(yi) = 0} , thus (k — 2)-dimensional. In the second case, it is given by 
{W(ï/ 00 — xz}i  where x, z are affine (and not projective!) coordinates giving 
risee to non-compact directions, thus fc-dimensional. (Note that sometimes the 
DiDi  variables occurring in W(yt) are rescaled to new variables yt such that these 
appearr with powers different from 1.) 

Ass for the B-brane, the mirror of equation (7.2.2) is 
n n 

l[yfl[yf  =tae~c\ a = l , . . . , * - r , (7.3.2) 
i = i i 

ass a subspace of the mirror CY. We have allowed a phase ea to occur; in other 
words,, we have complexified c°. Thus the B-brane is a holomorphic submanifold 
off  complex dimension k — (k - r) = r, i.e. it is a D(2r)-brane, where r was the 
reall  dimension of the base of the A-brane. 

7.44 Topological Strings and Chern-Simons ac-
tion n 

Inn order to extract instanton numbers from our description of A-branes and 
theirr mirror B-branes, we need an alternative way of computing the B-model 
superpotential.. We find salvation in topological string theory, where the A-
modell  string amplitude counts holomorphic maps from Riemann surfaces with 
boundaryy to the target space with the boundary ending on A-branes, while the 
B-modell  amplitude computes the holomorphic Chern-Simons action reduced 
too the world-volume of the B-brane [OV-99]. Hence it only works for the CY 
threeiolds,threeiolds, i.e. from now on we restrict to k = 3. Hence the A-brane is a D3-
branee (special Lagrangian); the B-brane is a D2-brane if we have 2 charges q\, (fë 
orr a D4-brane if we have 1 charge q\. 

Thus,, the B-model counterpart of the superpotential (7.1.1) is the holomor-
phicc CS action for N B-branes wrapping the mirror CY threefold Y*: 

WWBB = f n A Tr [ABA + I A3]  (7.4.1) 
Jy* Jy* 
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forr a holomorphic U{N) gauge field .4 € H°> l(Y*, adj) with values in the adjoint 
off  U(N). This action was for a 6-brane wrapping all of Y*; but since our B-
braness are 2- or 4-dimensional, we shall have to dimensionally reduce the action. 

Wee shall be interested in the cases where the B-brane is a D2-brane, i.e. a 
holomorphicc curve C; that is the case r = 1 with r being the real dimension of 
thee base of the A-brane. Then the components of the gauge field A are sections 
off  the normal bundle N{C), call them s*, and it is not difficult to show that the 
reducedd Chern-Simons action is 

\V\VBB(C)=(C)= f Üij^ds^dzdz, 

Notee that the sections sl parametrise deformations of Cy and if we want to keep 
CC holomorphic we need s* to be holomorphic too (though of course the original 
CSS action also makes sense for non-holomorphic sl). Yet the reduced CS action 
wil ll  vanish in the light of dzsi{z) = 0. This is clearly unattractive for our 
purposes.. A way of obtaining a non-vanishing result is to take C non-compact 
withh boundary conditions for the B-brane at infinity: these are obstructions to 
holomorphicc deformations of C and will yield non-zero values for the variation 
off  WB(C) under such deformations. 

Non-compactnesss B-brane C implies a non-compact mirror CY given, by 
{W(ï/i )) ~ xz\ f° r ^ — 3 homogeneous coordinates yt. This equation reads 
{F(u,v){F(u,v) = xz} for two affine complex variables u,v, say t/i = eu,t/2 = ev. Since 
rr  = 1, the B-brane is given by k — 1 = 2 equations in the variables t/j, hence 
fixingfixing  IV(pi) or F(u,v) to a constant value. If this value is 0, the B-brane will 
splitt into two submanifolds {x = 0}  and {z = 0}  and hence deformations will be 
obstructedd (as otherwise the brane would pick up a boundary) and the B-model 
superpotentiall  WB{C) will not vanish, as desired. 

Notee that we can similarly obtain configurations where the A-brane will 
splitt in two: for instance, a charge q — (1, —1,0,... ,0) restricts the Lagrangian 
submanifoldd Ly to {|$i|2 — l ^ l 2 = c] and for vanishing c the A-brane will 
enterr a phase where it splits into {$1 — $2}  and {$1 = — ̂ 2} -

Too finish off the computation of the B-model Chern-Simons action, we fix 
thee values of one of the affine parameters u,v of the B-brane at infinity to 
somee constant value (say v —> v*  for large |-z|). This parameter v measures, on 
thee A-model side, the size of the holomorphic disk ending on the brane. We 
thenn choose u and v as the two sections of the normal bundle N(C). C itself is 
parametrisedd by z, and the last variable x parametrising the B-brane is set to 
0.. We write the holomorphic 3-form as Q = dudv^- and obtain for the above 
integral: : 

rr  A r^ 
WB{C)WB{C) = / —udsvdz — / udv. 

JCJC z Jv, 

Thiss has the form of an Abel-Jacobi map for the 1-form udv on the Riemann 
surfacee {F(u,v) = 0} , each point of which parametrises a different B-brane C. 
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Thus,, comparing the A- and B-models: 

ddvv\V\VBB = ix = . .. {F(u, v) = 0}  = dv ( Y, E ^ ( e " f r V T m ) = ^IV' 4 

n>ll  k.m 

andd the dots mean that we solve F(u,v) = 0 for u to obtain an expression 
dependentt on v and - through (7.3.1) - on e~'. 

7.55 Example: The Resolved Conifold 

Wee now turn to a non-compact example of a CY threefold, namely the resolved 
conifold:: ö{-\) © 0{ — l) -> P, a rank two concave bundle over the complex 
line.. The four fields $ i , . .. A have charges ( 1 , 1 , - 1 , - 1 ). The H2 of the CY 
threefoldd is thus #2(IP) — Z, while the A-brane is a Lagrangian submanifold 
cuttingg the base P in a circle S1, and i / i (5 ] ) = Z. Thus both k and 7n are 
merelyy integers and t, v merely complex numbers. 

7.5.11 The Instanton Numbers d m̂ 

Thee input from the B-model is an explicit expression for the derivative of the 
superpotentiall  [AV-00] (see [G2-03] for details of the double-series expansion): 

ddvvWW = log (~- + i ^ ( l - e v ) 2 + 4 e - ' +^ , 

== log 0-^- + \y/{i-y)2 + *qy\ 

== : Y, C^Qkym withCo,o = 0, 
k^0,m^k k^0,m^k 

wheree v is the (rescaled) natural variable in the phase where the mirror B-brane 
degeneratess to two submanifolds passing through the South pole of the resolved 
conifold.. This v also measures the size of the minimal holomorphic disk passing 
throughh the South pole and ending on the Lagrangian submanifold. Precisely 
whenn the submanifold splits into several components can we wrap the A-brane 
aroundd any of those, and guarantee that it wil l not deform (as it would otherwise 
acquiree a boundary). This phase is characterised by ev -> 0, agreeing with the 
largee volume limi t on the A-model side. 

Comparingg this to the A-model expression (7.1.1) 

ddvvww =Y""**.*»w-^ m) = £ I E d\^\?v 
k,mk,m k,m W|(fc,m) / 
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wee can recursively extract the values of all dk,m from the relation 

l\(k,m) l\(k,m) 

(7.5.2) ) 

Thiss gives table 7.1. And we discover with awe that all the topological invariants 

in in 

1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 

do,mdo,m dijTr 

- 11 ] 
00 ] 
00 ] 
00 ] 
00 ] 
00 1 

ii  ^2 ,m 

11 0 
LL - 1 
II  - 2 
LL - 4 
II  - 6 
LL - 9 

dz,m dz,m 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
5 5 

14 4 
31 1 

^4 ,771 1 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

- 2 2 
-14 4 
-52 2 

^5,777,, " 6 , 7 71 

00 0 
00 0 
00 0 
00 0 
55 0 

422 - 13 

Tablee 7.1: Holomorphic disc numbers for the A-brane o n O ( - l )© 
ö{-\)ö{-\) -T> IP1 in phase II . They count intuitively the number of 
holomorphicc discs wrapping k times the minimal F1 and in times 
thee circle of the Lagrangian A-brane (of topology M2 x S1). The 
occurrencee of negative integers is due to the fact that such num-
berss are weighted by ( — l)x for the Euler number x of the moduli 
spacee of objects counted. 

dk,mdk,m are integers! 

7.5.22 Proof of Integrality 

Inn [G2-03] we proved analytically their integrality by deriving first the congru-
encess for a prime p > 3 and integers n, &, /: 

np np 
kpkp1 1 

np np 
kpkp1 1 

i-i i-i 
31 31 m o d p ", , ( / - ! ) ! '' = - 1 mod pl (k^l) 

Thee dash notation indicates that we skip all multiples of p\ thus 

PP
kk\'^p\'^pkk\l{p\l{p kk-'\{pY-'\{pYkk-'). -'). 

Thesee are generalisations of Wolstenholme's theorem 

11 mod p forr p > 3, (and mod p Vp). 
p - \ \ 

andd of Wilson's theorem 

(p(p - 1)! = - 1 mod p for p > 2, (and 1 mod p for p = 2). 

Thee proofs of these congruences are found in appendix E. Using them, let us 
provee the integrality of the topological invariants rfjt,m: 
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P r o p o s i t i onn 7 . 5 . 3. With 

__ ( - 1 ) * + 1 fm + k - \ \ /m\ __ ( - 1 ) * + 1 (m + fc\ /m 

kk \ k—1 J\kJ m + k \ k J\k 

thethe instanton numbers dk,m
 ïTl (7.5.2) are all integers. 

Proof.Proof. We proceed step by step, according to the greatest common divisor (gcd) 
off  k and m: 

(k,m)(k,m) = 1: From (7.5.2) we have Ck,m = dkmm. So for dk,m to be integer, 

wee need Ck,m to be 0 mod 77*. Note that in general, (n.k) = 1 implies n.|()!), 

sincee (J) = J ( £ l } ) . Thus C*,m e Z and even e m Z. 

(k,m)(k,m) = pl: for p prime. This time 

21 21 
„„  , . m m 
Cjfe.mm =djt mm + d*  HI -T H h dj. ™ -

P>P> P P* F^'P P 

=dk,=dk,mmmm + -Cfc HL 
pp p' p 

Thuss for d̂  m to be integer, we need Ck,m = -Ck ™ mod m, i.e. pCpik „i m = 
''  P p ' p V -V 

CCppi-ik,p'-i-ik,p'-llmm mod rnpl+1 for (fc,m) = 1, i.e. 

/ p ' (mm + fc)\ / p ' m\ / p ' - ^ m + feA fpl-lm\ 2l 

{{  p<k ){pik)-{ jt-ik ){^k)^0mOdmp-

Lemmaa E.0.1 tells us that the congruence is valid mod p31 (p > 3) or mod p3 / _ 1 

(Vp),, hence also mod p21 for any prime p. Since m\ (pi™), both terms also contain 

aa factor of m, and the congruence is valid mod mp21. 
(k,m)(k,m) = pq: for primes p and q. Again by (7.5.2) we have 

/-»» J J m J m J m 

kfc.mm =dk.m'tn +Clk „  — + Ofc m -=- + d_fc_ zn -5-5-

pp ' p p^ 1' 1 q-  ̂ pi' pq pzqz 

== dk,Tnm H C^ i 2™. ~f~ —Ck m — C_fc_ m. 
PP P ' P (Jf } ' 9 p ^  P9 ' PI 

(7.5.4) ) 

Thuss we need pqCpqk,pqm ~ qCqk,qm — pCpklPm + Ck,m = 0 mod mp2q2 for 
(k,m)(k,m) = 1, i.e. 

fpq{mfpq{m + fc)\ p ? m\ __ /q(m + k)\ /qm\ _ Mm + k)\ /pm\ /m + k\ /m\ _ m o d 2 2 

VV Ptffc )\pqk) \ qk )\qk) \ pfc Ap fc/ V fc A fc / ~ m ° mQ P ' 

Againn by Lemma E.0.1, the first difference is 0 mod p3 (p > 3, or mod p2 Vp), 
soo is the last difference, and we can factor out p2 , hence also q2. As before, we 
cann also take out a factor of m, and the whole line is thus 0 mod mp2q2. 

(A:,m)) = pqr: for primes p, q and r. As before, the principle of inclusion and 
exclusionn yields the requirement 

pqfpqf'O'O pqr k, pqrm qVLy qrk,qrm P^^prk^prrn Pq^pqk,pqm T" 

22 „2  Jl +rC+rC rrk,rmk,rm + qCqk,qm + pCpk,pm - Ck,m = 0 mod mp q r 
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11 1 
dk,dk,mmfn-\fn-\——CkCk m + -Ck m 

pp p'  p q Q ' i 

1 1 
—— ~C fe m 

p ^^  PI  ' PI 

forr (m, fc) = 1. Reasoning as above and noting that the four pairs {pqrCpqrk,Pqrm 
Qf^qrk,qrm)-iQf^qrk,qrm)-i \P^^prk,prm ~ ^( r̂k1rm)  ̂ \.PQ^pqk,pqm Q^qk^qm) a nd \pL/pk,pm 

Ck,Ck,mm)) are all 0 mod p2, we find that the requirement is met. 
(k,(k, m) = plq: for p, q prime. Now we have 

^k,m ^k,m 

soo we are back at a combination of the cases (k,m) = pl and (k,m) = pq, and 
thee same reasoning wil l show that dk,m

 1S again integer. 
Havingg covered the cases of (k, m) being product of primes and powers of 

primes,, inductive reasoning will show that the same conclusion will be met in 
thee most general case where (fc,m) =  .. .p3. D 

7.66 Example: Degenerate P x F 

Ourr second example of non-compact CY3 is a concave line bundle over two 
complexx lines: 0(—4) —> P x P, with Kahler moduli £1,̂ 2 describing the sizes 
off  the two complex lines (or real spheres). The two sets of charges Qj,<Qf of 
thee five fields $ 1 , . . ., $5 are (1,1,0,0, —2) and (0,0,1,1, - 2 ). An easy mirror 
mapp is only known for the degenerate case where the size of the second P goes 
too infinity; that is we retain only one modulus, t\, with associated variable 
qq = e_ t l . And so, as in the previous example, k and m are both integers. 

7.6.11 The Instanton Numbers d^m 

Thiss time the input from the B-model is [AV-00]: 

ddvvWW = log (1 + l~y + \y/(l+q-v)2-M) 

E —\(m—\(m + k-\\ u 

=:: Y, Ck,mqkym w i t h CM = 0, 
k,m^O k,m^O 

wheree v is the (rescaled) natural variable in the phase where the projection of 
thee A-brane on the base is a circle on the P of infinite volume. See [G2-03] for 
detailss leading to the double series expansion. 

Ass before, we extract the topological invariants dk,m recursively as in (7.5.2) 
andd find table 7.2. Again, the integrality of the invariants is non-trivial and 
encouraging.. Proof of integrality goes along the lines of the previous example 
[G2-03]: : 
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m m 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 

do,mdo,m d\,m d2,m 

- 11 - ] 
00 - ] 
00 - ] 
00 - ] 
00 - ] 
00 -1 

[[  - 1 
LL - 2 
LL - 4 
LL - 6 
LL - 9 
II  -12 

dz,dz,m m 

- 1 1 
- 4 4 

- 11 1 
-25 5 
-49 9 
-87 7 

"4,771 1 

- 1 1 
- 6 6 

-25 5 
-76 6 

-196 6 
-440 0 

db,m db,m 
- 1 1 
- 9 9 

-49 9 
-196 6 
-635 5 

-1764 4 

^6,m m 

- 1 1 
-12 2 
-87 7 

-440 0 
-1764 4 
-5926 6 

Tablee 7.2: Holomorphic disc numbers for the A-brane on the de-
generatee 0(K) -> P1 x P1 in phase II . 

7.6.22 Proof of Integrality 

Proposit ionn 7.6.2. With 
2 2 

a a 
11 fm + k-l 

k,m k,m 
11 (m + k - 1 \(m + k - 1 
k[k[  k ){ k-1 

rn rn 
(mm + A;)2 \ m 

7nn + A; 

mm \ k 

thethe instanton numbers dkitn in (7.5.2) are all integers. 

Proof.Proof. Note that only the last expression for the Ck,m is suitable for the m — 0 
case:: C*,o = 0. We proceed again inductively on the nature of the gcd of k and 
ra. ra. 

(k,(k, rn) = 1: As before, we need Ck,m = 0 mod m, which is readily seen from 
thee third expression for the Cjt,m. 

(k,m)(k,m) = pl: As before, the requirement boils down topCpikpi m = Cpi-ik^pi-i„ 

modd nip1 for (k,m) = 1, ie 

m m 
(m(m + k)2 

ppll{m{m + k) 
p^m p^m 

pp (m + k) 
jt~jt~llm m 

== 0 mod mp21, 

i e e 
ppll(m(m + k)\ _ fp (m + k)\ _ 

p*m p*m == ppll~~11m m 
== Omodp2 ' , 

22 „ 2 00 mod q p 

whichh is again fine by Lemma E.0.1. 
(fc,, m) — pq: The same requirement as in (7.5.4) stipulates 

pq(mpq(m + k)\ fq(m + k)\ fp(m + k)\ (m + k 
pqkpqk J \ qk J \ pk J \ k 

forr (fc, m) = 1. Again, by Lemma E.0.1, the first difference is 0 mod p3, so is 
thee second, and similarly for mod qz. 

Thee cases (fc, m) = pqr and (k, m) = plq can be imported without change 
fromm the previous example, and thus the integrality of the dk,m is proved for 

a a thee most general case of (k, m) = p  ̂ .. .p?. 


